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Introduction

It is often claimed that anti-realism is a form of transcendental idealism or that Kant is an anti-realist.\(^1\) It is also often claimed that anti-realists are committed to some form of knowability principle to the effect that all truths (or at least all truths of a certain class) are knowable and that such principles have problematic consequences.\(^2\) It is therefore natural to ask whether Kant was committed to any such principle, and if he was, whether this leads him into similar difficulties. Both transcendental idealism and anti-realism aim to provide a middle way between realism and idealism. A logical proof published by Frederic Fitch in 1963 (though first conveyed to him by Alonzo Church in 1945) appears to show that anti-realism fails in its aim because it collapses into idealism. Can a related proof show that transcendental idealism collapses in the same way? I argue that, initial appearances to the contrary, it cannot.

The paper is in two parts. In the first part, I set up the problem and, in the second part, I solve it.

In §1.1, I present evidence that suggests Kant is indeed committed to a knowability principle and I show that a Fitch-Church style proof can be constructed on this basis. Kant does not think that all truths whatsoever are knowable, but it can seem as though he is committed to the claim that all \textit{empirical} truths are knowable, and on moderate background assumptions this entails that no empirical truth is unknown. In §1.2, I show that with a few additional assumptions we can also prove that all a priori truths are knowable and that no a priori truth is unknown. This is an interesting result with more general philosophical lessons concerning how certain classes of truth relate within a framework of knowability. But it is a little unfair to Kant. Arguably, we ought to further restrict our candidate Kantian knowability principle to what I call \textit{purely} empirical truths, and doing so blocks the seepage into the a priori realm. However, this move would still leave


\(^2\) For an overview and some recent contributions to the debate, see Salerno (2009).
Kant forced to concede that there are no unknown purely empirical truths, which is hardly more palatable.

Thus in the second part of the paper I explore an alternative route. The evidence for Kantian knowability relies on interpreting Kantian experience as a form of knowledge. This is a standard view, but it is not always correct. Sometimes Kantian experience is something more like final science. In §2.1, I explain this conception of experience and apply it to the case at hand. Because, for Kant, experience so conceived is an unachievable epistemic ideal, it expresses no knowability principle to define truth in terms of it. Arguably, however, this proposal would still leave Kant committed to the claim that all purely empirical truths can be the objects of justified belief, and it has been objected that this kind of principle remains just as susceptible to Fitch-Church style reasoning.3 In §2.2, I argue that Kant has exactly the resources needed to rebut such an objection.

Kant’s theory of truth has both realist and idealist aspects and is in a way anti-realist. But Fitch-Church style reasoning alone cannot show us that the theory is absurd.

1.1

Kant famously denies that we can have knowledge of things as they are in themselves. All we can know about, according to the doctrine of transcendental idealism, is how things appear to us; all our knowledge is knowledge of appearances. Yet at the same time Kant seems to concede that there is a way that things in themselves are and thus that there are truths about things in themselves. He says: ‘knowledge reaches appearances only, leaving the thing in itself as something actual for itself but unknown by us’ (Bxx).4 If this is right, then Kant does not think that all truths whatsoever are knowable and so would not sign up to a wholly unrestricted knowability principle. But the matter is controversial. Let us put it aside and concentrate on appearances. Does Kant think there are truths about appearances that must in principle be knowable?

Kant divides knowledge into two kinds: a priori and empirical. A priori knowledge is ‘knowledge absolutely independent of all experience’ while empirical knowledge ‘has its sources a posteriori, namely in experience’ (B2–3). For knowledge to have its sources in experience and thus fail to be absolutely independent of all experience, it is not enough that it merely be connected to experience in some way. After all, for Kant, there is a sense in which all our knowledge begins with experience (B1). The requirement is rather that empirical knowledge, unlike a priori knowledge, involves appeal to particularities in the information provided through the senses, beyond whatever was required to grasp the meaning of the constituent terms. Kant might call such particularities the ‘matter’ of empirical intuition. This gloss is still very rough, but it will suffice for present purposes.

Kant often attaches the labels ‘a priori’ and ‘empirical’ directly to propositions, or judgements, and we can safely assume that they may also be applied directly to truths.5 Where ‘independently of experience’ and ‘with the aid of experience’ are to be understood in the sense just outlined: if a truth is knowable independently of experience, then it is an a priori truth; if a truth is knowable only with the aid of experience, then it is an empirical truth. Note that this is not yet a commitment to any form of knowability. As Kant sets up these distinctions, the path to knowledge is sufficient to determine the kind of truth known. It is the converse of these claims that would give us the kind of epistemic theory of truth that underlies (semantic) anti-realism and knowability principles. Let us begin with empirical truth. Our question is whether Kant ever defines empirical truth in terms of knowability.


4. Cf. B332, A366, B641–2. With the exception of the Critique of Pure Reason, which is cited using the traditional A/B format, all references to Kant’s works are given by the volume and page number in the German Academy edition and are accompanied by a short English title. The details of the translations I have consulted are given in the list of references at the end.

5. He uses the phrase ‘empirical truth’ himself on several occasions, for example at A191/B236, A202/B247, A451/B479, A492/B520, and A651/B679.
Here is one passage in which Kant can very plausibly be read as doing exactly that:

That there could be inhabitants of the moon, even though no human being has ever perceived them, must of course be admitted; but this means only that in the possible progress of experience we could encounter them; for everything is actual that stands in one context with a perception in accordance with the laws of the empirical progressions. Thus they are real when they stand in an empirical connection with my real consciousness, although they are not therefore real in themselves, i.e., outside this progress of experience... To call an appearance a real thing prior to perception means either that in the continuation of experience we must encounter such a perception, or it has no meaning at all. (A493/B521; cf. A218–26/ B266–73, A155–6/B194–5)

Suppose that there are inhabitants of the moon. This would be an empirical truth. To come to know it, we might have to explore the moon, appealing to particularities in the information provided through the senses. It could never suffice to appeal only to very general features shared by any information whatsoever that comes to us through the senses, such as its spatiotemporal form, just as it could never suffice to appeal to pure reason alone. Thus what Kant seems to be doing here is defining at least empirical truth in terms of possible experience. This certainly looks like a form of anti-realism. And once we note that Kant is standardly taken to define experience in turn as a form of knowledge, it seems more specifically that he is expressing a direct commitment to the claim that all empirical truths are knowable.6 For then he seems to be saying that it is just what it is to be an empirical truth to be an object of possible knowledge. I will return to this and related passages in more detail in §2. For now let us assume that this proposed, standard reading is correct. It remains a substantial question whether such a restricted knowability principle can be used to run a version of the familiar Fitch-Church proof. In fact it can.

In addition to the standard modal and epistemic operators—◊ for ‘it is possible that,’ □ for ‘it is necessary that,’ and K for ‘it is known by someone at some time that’—we make use of an empirical truth operator E for ‘it is an empirical truth that.’ We can then express our candidate knowability principle as an axiom schema:

\[(KPE) \ E\phi \rightarrow \Box K\phi\]

The kind of modality involved in anti-realist knowability principles is somewhat open. Here it is taken to be metaphysical. It is not entirely clear which correlate this contemporary notion has in Kant’s framework. It may be that it has no single, precise correlate. Kant distinguishes various kinds of modality and it is a matter of controversy what they amount to and how they relate. Certainly the kind of possibility involved in Kant’s talk of possible experience is more restrictive than mere logical possibility. It is some form of what he calls ‘real’ possibility (Bxxvi, A218–35/B265–87, A596/B624). Thus it is assumed here that real possibility entails metaphysical possibility, though I stay neutral on the converse and, more generally, assume very little about the nature of the modality in play. Relatedly, the quantification over persons implicit in K should be understood throughout as restricted to humans, or at least to beings with intellectual and sensible forms.

6. See, e.g., B147, B65–6, B218, B234, B277; Prolegomena (4:302). The word Kant uses to define experience in these passages is ‘Erkenntnis,’ which is now generally translated with ‘cognition’ rather than ‘knowledge.’ But the view that Kantian Erkenntnis is a form of knowledge remains extremely widespread—see §2.

7. See Stang (forthcoming) for by far the most comprehensive study to date.
identical to our own. KPE says that if $\phi$ is an empirical truth, then it is metaphysically possible for beings like us to know $\phi$.

We assume the necessitation rule and that the modal operators can be exchanged in the normal way, and we also assume that knowledge distributor over conjunction and is factive:

\[(K\text{-dist}) \quad K(\phi \land \psi) \rightarrow K\phi \land K\psi\]
\[(K\text{-fact}) \quad K\phi \rightarrow \phi\]

Finally, we assume the following principles governing the empirical truth operator $E$, which will be discussed below:

\[(E\text{K}) \quad E\phi \land K\phi \rightarrow E\neg K\phi\]
\[(E\text{clos}) \quad E\phi \land E\psi \rightarrow E(\phi \land \psi)\]

We are now in a position to construct a Fitch-Church style proof. Central to such proofs is the so-called Moore proposition, $p \land \neg Kp$. The first step is to prove that such a proposition is unknowable. We proceed by reductio:

\[(1) \quad K(p \land \neg Kp) \quad \text{assumption}\]
\[(2) \quad Kp \land K\neg Kp \quad 1, \quad K\text{-dist}\]
\[(3) \quad Kp \land \neg Kp \quad 2, \quad K\text{-fact} \text{ on right conjunct}\]
\[(4) \quad \neg K(p \land \neg Kp) \quad 1, \quad 3, \quad \text{discharging assumption}\]
\[(5) \quad \Box \neg K(p \land \neg Kp) \quad 4, \quad \text{necessitation}\]
\[(6) \quad \Box \neg K(p \land \neg Kp) \quad 5, \quad \text{modal operator exchange}\]

Now we can prove the main result using KPE and the principles governing $E$. Again we proceed by reductio, but this time we take as our assumption the claim that some empirical truth is unknown. Call this claim empirical humility. The second step:

\[(7) \quad \exists p \quad (Ep \land \neg Kp) \quad \text{assumption}\]

Plausibly, empirical humility — the assumption at (7) — is entailed by Kant’s empirical realism. What I mean is that, plausibly, Kant would want his own brand of realism to be of a robust enough nature to allow that there are some unknown empirical truths.\(^8\) If so, and if KPE is in any way integral to transcendental idealism, then Kant’s claim to be both a transcendental idealist and an empirical realist looks inconsistent.

There are many ways to respond to Fitch-Church style chains of reasoning. One common strategy is for the anti-realist knowability theorist to adopt an intuitionistic logic. The above version of the proof is valid in intuitionistic logic. But only in classical logic is the negation of empirical humility at (12) equivalent to the omniscience claim that all empirical truths are known: $\forall p (Ep \rightarrow Kp)$. The anti-realist empirical knowability theorist who adopts an intuitionistic logic could consistently deny that all empirical truths are known while accepting, as she seems forced to by the above proof, that there is no unknown empirical truth.\(^9\) Intuitionism certainly displays a Kantian provenance.\(^10\) And to be on the safe side, I ensure that the other proofs in this paper are also intuitionistically valid.\(^11\) But I will not explore this avenue here.

---

8. Even strong phenomenalist readings of Kant tend to concede this much. See, e.g., Van Cleve (1999, 233–5).
10. See especially chapter 2 of Brouwer (1975, 11–101). More recently and on different grounds, Carl Posy (1981; 1983; 1984) has argued that Kant would have adopted an intuitionistic logic for empirical domains only.
11. I mean intuitionistically valid as regards their base propositional logic. I will occasionally make use of features of the standard inter-definability of the
Arguably, the damage has already been done by the time we reach (12). And in any case, I will argue that Kant has a better solution.

A natural place to look at this point would be the principles governing the empirical truth operator $E$. This will not help either.

The principle $E\phi \land \neg\neg\phi \rightarrow E\neg\phi$. $E\phi$ would follow from $KPE$ if we were to grant that all contingent truths are empirical truths. For if it were necessary rather than contingent that some empirical truth is unknown, $KPE$ would be false. A little more fully, we assume $E\phi \land \neg\neg\phi$ for conditional proof. Applying $KPE$ to the left conjunct gives us $\Diamond K\phi$, which by modal operator exchange is equivalent to $\neg\Box\neg\phi$.12 Conjoining this with the right conjunct of our initial assumption yields $\neg\neg\phi \land \neg\Box\neg\phi$. This tells us that $\neg\neg\phi$ is a contingent truth, for contingent truths have just this form, i.e. $\psi \land \neg\Box\psi$. Thus if all contingent truths are empirical truths we can infer that $\neg\neg\phi$ is an empirical truth, or $E\neg\phi$. All that remains is conditional introduction and we have $E\phi$.

How secure is the assumption that all contingent truths are empirical truths? Kripke (1980), of course, denies it. One thing to say here would be that we are talking about Kant, and everyone knows that he straightforwardly equates a priori truth with necessary truth and empirical truth with contingent truth. I do not want to rely on this for two reasons. First it would threaten to limit the independent philosophical interest of the argument. If empirical knowability only entails a failure of empirical humility under some dubious conflation of metaphysical and epistemic modalities, then perhaps this result is just another example of the troubles to which such a conflation can lead. Second, I think the question of whether Kant conflates the two kinds of modality is far more complicated than is usually assumed. Fortunately, we can avoid it with a little logical manoeuvring.

Note that the above proof of $EK$ did not assume that all empirical truths are contingent truths—it said nothing against the necessary a posteriori. The issue was just with the contingent a priori. And the basic point is that neither Kripke’s purported cases of such truths, nor any purportedly Kantian cases—perhaps truths concerning our possession of our sensible and intellectual forms—would tell against the claim that it must be an empirical truth when some empirical truth is contingently unknown. Formally, what we need to do is weaken our assumption that all contingent truths are empirical truths to something neither un-Kripkean nor (potentially) un-Kantian, but which nevertheless allows us to derive $EK$ from $KPE$.

In the above proof, $KPE$ alone gets us from $E\phi \land \neg\neg\phi$ to $\neg\phi \land \neg\Box\neg\phi$, which says that $\neg\phi$ is a contingent truth. It was at this point that we utilized the assumption that all contingent truths are empirical truths, or $\psi \land \neg\Box\psi \rightarrow E\phi$. Could we simply utilize $\neg\phi \land \neg\Box\phi$ directly, thus weakening our assumption to a claim about a proper subset of contingent truths? The following says that all contingent truths about some proposition being unknown are empirical truths: $\neg\phi \land \neg\Box\phi \rightarrow E\neg\phi$. Formally, this would suffice, and it is a step in the right direction. The putative cases of contingent a priori truths are not truths about propositions being unknown. But it won’t quite do. For any contingent a priori truth could still be used to generate a counterexample to this version of our assumption, weaker though it is.

Suppose that there is some contingently true proposition $p$ that can be known a priori. Then presumably it can be known a priori that $\neg\neg\neg\neg p$. One need merely be a priori justified in introducing double-negation. And if it can be known a priori that $\neg\neg\neg\neg p$, then presumably it can also be known a priori that it is not known that $\neg p$. One need merely know

\[\text{See Stang (2011) and Divers (1999) for discussion.}\]
a priori that knowledge is factive and be a priori justified in contraposing: \( \neg K \rightarrow \neg p \), so \( \neg \neg p \rightarrow K \neg p \). In which case, \( \neg K \rightarrow \neg p \) is not an empirical truth, or \( \neg E \neg K \rightarrow p \). But \( p \) is contingently true, so \( \neg \neg p \) is too. Thus without any reason to deny that \( \neg \neg p \) could be known if it were true, it would seem contingent that \( \neg p \) is unknown, or \( \neg K \rightarrow \neg p \). We have an instance of \( \neg K \phi \land \neg \Box \neg K \phi \rightarrow E \neg K \phi \). Those who believe in the contingent a priori would be no happier with the claim that all contingent truths about propositions being unknown are empirical truths than they would be with the claim that all contingent truths simpliciter are empirical truths.

However, we can further weaken our assumption so as to avoid this problem. The possibility of the contingent a priori alone was not enough to generate the above kind of counterexample. It was also crucial that the antecedent in the previous assumption said nothing about whether the unknown proposition in question is true. This is what allowed us to substitute in the contingent a priori falsehood \( \neg \neg p \), which was required for it to be a priori knowable that the proposition was not known. Thus further weakening our assumption by restricting our concern to truths will block such counterexamples. The following says that all contingent truths about truths being unknown are empirical truths: \( \phi \land \neg K \phi \land \neg \Box \neg K \phi \rightarrow E \neg K \phi \). Unlike the previous attempt, this further weakening is immune to the above method of generating counterexamples. And it remains the case that none of the putative cases of contingent a priori truths are about truths being unknown. The assumption is secure even in the face of those who believe in the contingent a priori. And the proof of \( E \) from \( KPE \) remains straightforward.

We assume \( E \phi \land \neg K \phi \) for conditional proof and derive \( \neg K \phi \land \neg \Box \neg K \phi \) in the normal manner. Now, however, we appeal to the factivity of empirical truth, or \( E \phi \rightarrow \phi \). Being an empirical truth is a way of being

---

14. Note that both double-negation introduction and this form of contraposition are intuitionistically valid, though I do not here require them as inference rules, still less that a priori knowledge is closed under known entailment, since I require only that it can be known a priori that \( \neg K \rightarrow p \) (if it is known a priori that \( p \)).

---

15. This will be relevant in the next section so it is worth sketching a proof. Assume for reductio that there is some world \( w \) in which it is false that \( \phi \land \neg \Box \phi \land \neg \psi \land \neg \Box \psi \rightarrow \neg \phi \land \neg \Box (\phi \land \neg \psi) \). Then by the truth of the antecedent \( \phi \) and \( \psi \) are true in \( w \) and there is some world \( v \) accessible from \( w \) in which \( \neg \phi \) and some world \( u \) accessible from \( w \) in which \( \neg \psi \). But if \( \phi \) and \( \psi \) are both true in \( w \), the falsity of the consequent must be due to the falsity of \( \neg \Box (\phi \land \neg \psi) \), so \( \phi \land \neg \psi \) must be true in every world accessible from \( w \) — contradiction. (It is unclear whether an intuitionist would permit this proof as it effectively relies on either double-negation elimination [or excluded middle] or an operator exchange the intuitionist might reject. Though, see fn.11, and, in any case, the point I go onto make with the principle extends beyond the Kantian context.)
that finite minds like ours could grasp such a thing. A full discussion of the issues these arguments introduce is beyond the scope of this paper. It suffices here to make the following observations.

Take the second problem first. Our language is a traditional, finitary language. If Kant does think there are infinitely many empirical truths, all of which are knowable by someone at some time—though presumably not by the same person at the same time—then this would mean that KPE does not fully capture his commitment to knowability. Nevertheless, it would still capture part of his commitment, and the result of the proof, that no member of any finite subset of all empirical truths is unknown, remains highly problematic.

Note that the first problem is now only a problem if Kant thinks there are only finitely many empirical truths. Otherwise E-clos, since our language is finitary, does not say that the conjunction of all empirical truths is an empirical truth. But suppose that Kant does think there are only finitely many empirical truths, and furthermore that their total conjunction therefore expresses a truth about the world of appearances as a whole (itself not an insubstantial assumption). Then would E-clos stand in tension with KPE in the Kantian context? The answer, it seems to me, is still no.

Strictly speaking, what Kant denies is that the world of appearances could ever be given in experience as a whole (A522/B550ff.). From this it follows from Kant’s conditions on knowledge only that we cannot know of a truth about the world of appearances as a whole that it is such. For the great big (though still finite) conjunction of all empirical truths to qualify as a truth Kant thinks we cannot know, then, it would have to be more than a long list concerning physical objects, their properties, the relations between them and so forth. It would also have to indicate self-referentially that it is a truth about the world of appearances as a whole—it would have to include some kind of ‘and that’s all’ clause. It is not at all clear that such a clause could be merely another empirical truth. If not, then once again, E-clos would not apply and there would be no tension between Kant’s epistemic restrictions on such cases and KPE.

Note, however, that this is not to say that such a clause would be an a priori truth. (This will be important in the next section.) ‘And that’s all’ doesn’t look especially a priori and plausibly it is precisely this kind of clause of that Kant objects to in statements that would purport to be about the world as a whole—he thinks they are meaningless, without genuine cognitive significance, and, therefore, classifiable neither as empirical nor as a priori. That is, Kant’s epistemic restrictions on cases like the above are a result of his anti-realism and do not stand in tension with it just because of the logic of certain classes of truth.

Our Fitch-Church style proof looks in good shape so far. And in fact, things are even worse than this. For it turns out that we can also prove that all a priori truths are knowable and that there are no unknown a priori truths.

1.2

Not only is empirical truth closed under conjunction, it also dominates in conjunction with a priori truth. That is, conjoining an a priori truth with an empirical truth yields an empirical truth. Where $A$ is the a priori truth operator ‘it is an a priori truth that’:

\[(E\text{-}dom) \ A\phi \land E\psi \rightarrow E(\phi \land \psi)\]

For, if experience is necessary for knowledge of some truth, then surely it will also be necessary for knowledge of the conjunction of this truth and some other truth, even if knowledge of the other truth on its own would not require experience. Otherwise put, how could conjoining an empirical truth with some other truth discharge the demand for experience? (So, like E-clos and EK, E-dom does not rely on any problematic conflation of the metaphysical and epistemic modalities. But for reasons that will become clear below, it is worth noting that contingency also dominates in conjunction with necessity in any normal modal logic in which necessity entails truth.\footnote{Suppose that there is some world $w$ in which it is false that $\phi \land \Box \phi \land \Box \psi \rightarrow \phi \land \psi \land \Box (\phi \land \psi)$. Then by the truth of the antecedent there is some world $w$ accessible from $w$ in which $\neg \psi$, though $\psi$ is true in $w$, as is $\psi$.})
Now take an arbitrary a priori truth $p$ and an arbitrary empirical truth $q$. By $E$-$dom$, the conjunction of $p$ and $q$ is itself an empirical truth, and so by KPE knowable. But knowability, just like possibility and knowledge individually, distributes over conjunction. A conjunction is knowable only if its conjuncts are: $\exists K (\phi \land \psi) \rightarrow \Diamond K\phi \land \Diamond K\psi$. Thus $p$ is knowable. But our choice of $p$ was arbitrary — it could have been any a priori truth. We have a priori knowability:

\[(KPA) \ A\phi \rightarrow \Diamond K\phi \]

With KPA in place, we can show that if some a priori truth is unknown, then it must be an empirical truth that that truth is unknown:

\[(AK) \ A\phi \land \neg K\phi \rightarrow E\neg K\phi \]

The reasoning here exactly parallels that by which we eventually derived EK from KPE. We assume $A\phi \land \neg K\phi$ for conditional proof. Applying KPA to the left conjunct gives us $\Diamond K\phi$, which in turn gives us $\neg \neg K\phi$. Conjoining this with the right conjunct of our initial assumption, we get $\neg K\phi \land \neg \neg K\phi$. Now we appeal to the factivity of a priori truth, or $A\phi \rightarrow \phi$. This allows us to infer $\phi$ from the left conjunct of our initial assumption, and the rest is the same as before. Putting these results together gives us $\phi \land \neg K\phi \land \neg \neg K\phi$, which says that it is a contingent truth that some truth is unknown. From our Kripke-proof claim that all contingent truths about truths being unknown are empirical truths, we can infer $E\neg K\phi$. And discharging our initial assumption through conditional introduction yields AK.

We are now in a position to run another Fitch-Church style proof to show that no a priori truth is unknown. The first stage is exactly as before, proving the standard Fitch-Church lemma that the Moore proposition is unknowable, or $\neg \Diamond K(p \land \neg Kp)$. The second stage is very similar:

if necessity entails truth. Therefore, the falsity (in $w$) of the antecedent must be due to the falsity (in $w$) of $\neg \Box(q \land \psi)\), so $q \land \psi$ and in particular $q$ must be true in every world accessible from $w$ — contradiction. (Again, it is not clear whether an intuitionist would accept this proof, but, again, see fn.11 and again the point I go on to make with it extends beyond the Kantian context.)
We can now see that the result of the last section is just the special case of this new result in which C and D are the same class. Otherwise put, principles corresponding to EK and E-clos are special cases of principles corresponding to AK and E-dom in which the truth operators are the same. What we have seen, then, is that empirical truth forms a Moore pair both with itself and with a priori truth.

And it is easy to see that the same holds for contingent and necessary truth. Contingent truth forms a Moore pair both with itself and with necessary truth. For contingent truth obeys principles corresponding to EK and (in any normal modal logic) E-clos, and contingent truth and necessary truth are suitably related by principles corresponding to AK and (in any normal modal logic in which necessity entails truth) E-dom. Thus one cannot (in any normal modal logic in which necessity entails truth) maintain knowability for contingent truth without also being committed to a failure of humility for both contingent truth and necessary truth.  

Restricted knowability principles can systematically spread, and with them spreads the associated failure of humility. And although we have not relied on any dubious conflation of the epistemic and metaphysical modalities, we have seen that there are deep, structural similarities between how each functions in a framework of knowability.

But are we being fair to Kant? Arguably not.

Let us reconsider KPE. It is already a restricted knowability principle—it says only that all empirical truths are knowable. But plausibly the passage cited in §1.1 suggests an even more restricted principle, namely that all purely empirical truths are knowable, where a purely empirical truth is an empirical truth that consists solely of empirical truths. In particular, purely empirical truths have no a priori conjuncts. After all, this fits just as well with the example Kant actually gives: ‘That there could be inhabitants of the moon, even though no human being has ever perceived them, must of course be admitted’ (A492–3/B521). (A similar move could be made for contingent truth and the considerations that follow would be parallel.)

To avoid having to introduce a new symbol, we can affect the proposed further restriction on Kant’s knowability principle by reinterpreting E as ‘it is a purely empirical truth that.’ What effect does this have on our results?

In effect, what happened above was that the empirical domain infected the a priori domain. This was possible because of the way Kant draws his initial distinction. He clearly wants the distinction to be exhaustive so that all truths are either empirical or a priori. But this forces us to put conjunctions of empirical truths and a priori truths in the empirical camp, which in turn caused a certain leakage between the two domains. Our new class—the purely empirical—restores the division.

Specifically, our proposed reinterpretation of E invalidates E-dom. Conjoining a purely empirical truth with an a priori truth does not yield a purely empirical truth, since one of the conjuncts in the resulting conjunction will be an a priori truth and purely empirical truths have no a priori conjuncts. Purely empirical truth therefore does not form a Moore pair with a priori truth, so maintaining knowability for purely empirical truth will not entail anything about knowability or humility when it comes to a priori truth.

Nor does purely empirical truth form a Moore pair with empirical truth. Conjoining a purely empirical truth with an empirical truth could yield a purely empirical truth. If, that is, the empirical truth in question happened to be a purely empirical truth itself. But not all empirical truths are purely empirical truths—some of them have a priori conjuncts—so conjoining a purely empirical truth with an empirical truth might not yield a purely empirical truth. The relevant permutation of E-dom fails here too, and maintaining knowability for purely empirical truth entails nothing about knowability or humility with regard to empirical truth more generally.

18. It is a relevant further question whether the same holds for analytic and synthetic truth (or indeed any other significant pair). I cannot explore the issue here, but it does seem plausible that synthetic truth will form a Moore pair both with itself and with analytic truth.
Nevertheless, purely empirical truth does form a Moore pair with itself. That is, the proof from §1.1 still goes through under the new interpretation of \( E \) and knowability for purely empirical truth entails a failure of humility for purely empirical truth. For purely empirical truth clearly obeys E-clos. Conjoining one purely empirical truth with another yields a purely empirical truth — where would an a priori conjunct come from? And while EK is not quite so straightforward, it too still stands.

One of the steps in the initial attempt at deriving EK from KPE under the old interpretation of \( E \) was to assume that all contingent truths are empirical truths. Even if Kant does hold this assumption, this move is no longer available. Whatever the relation between contingent truth and empirical truth generally, it is not plausible that all contingent truths are purely empirical truths. Some contingent truths will have a priori conjuncts — recall that contingency dominates in conjunction with necessity, and presumably at least some necessary truths are a priori truths.

On the basis of Kripkean doubts but also doubts about whether Kant really does conflate the metaphysical and epistemic modalities, I then weakened the operative assumption to the claim that all contingent truths about some truth being unknown are empirical truths. This too sufficed to derive EK from KPE under the old interpretation of \( E \). But again, this too is suspicious under the new interpretation of \( E \). Must all contingent truths about some truth being unknown be purely empirical truths? Arguably not if the unknown truth in question is anything other than itself a purely empirical truth. Fortunately, this is not due to a return of the Kripkean doubts and it is easy to build this further restriction into the assumption. That is, if the Kripkean can rest content with \( \phi \land \neg K \phi \land \neg \Box \neg K \phi \rightarrow E \neg K \phi \) under the old interpretation of \( E \), as we saw in the last section she can, then there is no reason she cannot also allow \( E \phi \land \neg K \phi \land \neg \Box \neg K \phi \rightarrow E \neg K \phi \) under the new interpretation of \( E \). If it is a contingent truth that some purely empirical truth is unknown, then it is a purely empirical truth that that purely empirical truth is unknown. And this is obviously still sufficient to allow us to derive EK from KPE. Using KPE to derive \( \neg \Box \neg \phi \) from \( E \phi \land \neg K \phi \) in the normal way, we then directly conjoin these to yield the antecedent of our new assumption, \( E \phi \land \neg K \phi \land \neg \Box \neg K \phi \land \neg E \phi \), and the rest runs as before. The result is intuitive. If some purely empirical truth is unknown (but all purely empirical truths are knowable), where would an a priori element come from in the truth that that purely empirical truth is unknown?

With EK and E-clos secure under the new interpretation of \( E \) as ‘it is a purely empirical truth that,’ where a purely empirical truth is an empirical truth with no a priori parts, the proof from §1.1 stands. Now, it is not in fact clear whether Kant would allow that there could even be any such thing as a purely empirical truth. But the point here is just that it would not help in any case. We would be left with the result that if Kant thinks that all purely empirical truths are knowable, then he cannot consistently maintain that some purely empirical truths are unknown. And this is hardly more palatable than the previous results. If there is any such thing as a purely empirical truth, then surely there are countless unknown ones. For instance, assuming these are reasonable candidates for purely empirical truths, either it is a purely empirical truth that the number of hairs on my head as I write this is 100,001, or it is a purely empirical truth that it is not the case that the number of hairs on my head as I write this is 100,001. But whichever it is, no one will ever know — I’m not going to bother to count them and nor is anyone else.

2.1

Perhaps this is just as it should be. Perhaps Kant’s position is unpalatable, even inconsistent. This would not be the first time such an accusation has been made. Or another option at this point would be to deny altogether that Kant was an anti-realist.\(^{19}\) I think both of these responses are too quick, at least with regard to the present problem, and in the rest of this paper I will argue for a more measured — and to my mind more interesting — solution. Of course my claim is not that

---

Kant recognised and pre-emptively resolved the knowability paradox as manifested in our Fitch-Church style proof. Rather, it is that there is a reading of Kant in which the arguments developed in the previous sections cannot gain their initial foothold. For initial appearances to the contrary, Kant is not committed to empirical knowability. In fact, he carefully, even explicitly, eschews it.

We saw at the beginning of §1.1 that Kant certainly seems to define some class of truth in terms of possible experience. This is one of the things that makes it difficult to deny that Kant espouses some form of anti-realism. Note, however, that to find an overt commitment to knowability in particular in such contexts, it was also required that we conceive of Kantian experience as a kind of knowledge. Only then does a definition of truth in terms of possible experience look like a direct commitment to knowability. This is the standard reading of Kantian experience. It is common across otherwise very diverse interpretations. And this is the source of one of the key points of interest in the results of the previous sections — a serious philosophical problem appears to arise for Kant’s view regardless of whether or not we interpret his transcendental idealism in a metaphysically moderate way. What I want to suggest, then, is that the standard reading of Kantian experience is not always correct. At least it does not tell the whole story.

Kant sometimes uses the term ‘experience’ (‘Erfahrung’) to denote something far more elaborate than knowledge, at least as we understand it and in a sense relevant for knowability. He talks about ‘the one all-encompassing experience’ (e.g., at A582/B610) and appears to have more than a mere collection or unified serial expansion of particular experiences in mind:

There is only one experience, in which all perceptions are represented as in thoroughgoing and lawlike connection, just as there is only one space and time, in which all forms of appearance and all relation of being or non-being take place. If one speaks of different experiences, they are only so many perceptions insofar as they belong to one and the same universal experience. (A110)

Call experience in this sense Experience*. Drawing on the work of Nick Stang (2012; 2016, chapter 7; forthcoming), I want to propose that Experience* is that lawful representation of the world (of appearances), which is maximally justified by the totality of human perceptions. By ‘lawful’ I mean that Experience* represents the world as maximally systematic and unified in virtue of being governed by the synthetic a priori principles of the pure understanding, the synthetic a priori laws of pure natural science, and the true empirical laws of natural science. In saying that Experience* involves the true empirical laws, I do not mean that which putative empirical laws are the true empirical laws is somehow determined prior to the determination of the content of Experience*, with Experience* then successfully picking these out. Rather the content of Experience* is itself what determines which are the true empirical laws. Indeed, according with Experience* is the criterion of (appeariential) truth in general. For Experience* is the true representation of nature — it is final science.

First, I will say a little in elaboration and defence of this conception and its centrality to Kant’s project. Then, I will explain how it is relevant in the present context.

Kant’s concern in the Critique of Pure Reason is with the ‘conditions of the possibility of experience,’ and in particular to show that these ‘are at the same time the conditions of the possibility of the objects of experience’ (A158/B197). Now on the current proposal, ‘experience’ here is ambiguous, but not in a problematic way. For according to


21. See also Bxli, A146/B185; Prolegomena (4:202, 320); and especially Opus Postumum (21:85; 22:353, 457, 550, 552, 611). Plausibly the same idea, although less explicitly, is present in Kant’s talk of ‘experience in general’ (e.g., at A225/B272) and of the ‘unity of experience’ (e.g., at A229–30/B282). And finally, in the Metaphysical Foundations of Natural Science, Kant talks of a ‘determinate concept of experience (which unites all appearances)’ (4:560, my emphasis).

22. There is also much relevant material in Friedman (2013, chapter 4), in particular in his discussion of the role in Kant’s theory of the idea of absolute space.
Kant, if a lawful representation of the world or its justification by the totality of human perceptions were not even possible—for instance, because transcendental chaos rather than transcendental affinity obtained, because cinnabar were now red, now black, now light, now heavy (A100)\(^ {23}\) — then nor would it be possible to have so much as an empirical representation with objective purport. ‘Nothing is an object for us,’ Kant says, ‘unless it presupposes the sum total of all empirical reality as condition of its possibility’ (A582/B610). And even more to the point a little later:\(^ {24}\)

without [the systematic unity of nature] we would have no reason, and without that, no coherent use of the understanding, and, lacking that, no sufficient mark of empirical truth; thus in regard to the latter we simply have to presuppose the systematic unity of nature as objectively valid and necessary. (A651/B679)

For Kant, the possibility of Experience\(^ *\) is a necessary condition of the possibility of experience, be the latter knowledge in the everyday sense or perception as of objects in the everyday sense. Thus by the transitivity of the relation, any condition on the possibility of Experience\(^ *\) is also a condition on the possibility of experience. In this way, we can take Kant’s concern with the ‘conditions of the possibility of experience,’ along with his claim that these ‘are at the same time the conditions of the possibility of the objects of experience,’ as a concern with Experience\(^ *\). And we can do so without having to argue that he has specifically Experience\(^ *\) in mind when he uses the word ‘experience’ in such contexts. The thought is then threefold.

First, that Kant’s articulation of the conditions of the possibility of experience in, for instance, the synthetic a priori principles of the pure understanding of the Critique—or indeed his specification of these principles to the objects of outer sense through the determination of the concept of matter in the Metaphysical Foundations of Natural Science—amounts to an articulation of the essential, abstract structure of Experience\(^ *\). Second, that this in turn amounts to an articulation of the essential, abstract structure of nature itself (considered materially as the ‘sum total of all objects of experience,’ ‘the whole of all appearances, that is, the sensible world\(^ {25}\))_. And third that the particular way in which this abstract structure is actually manifested — the particular way that the sensible world happens to actually be and the particular content that Experience\(^ *\) happens to actually have—is a function of the totality of human perceptions.

That, in a nutshell, is how Experience\(^ *\) is relevant to Kant’s Critical project. How is it relevant in the current context? This time the thought is twofold.

First, we apply Experience\(^ *\) in interpreting those passages in which Kant seems to express anti-realism and in particular knowability. This is highly plausible. In the paragraph immediately preceding the inhabitants-of-the-moon passage quoted in §1.1, Kant says something very similar except that he refers explicitly to one experience:

In space and time, however, the empirical truth of appearances is satisfactorily secured, and sufficiently distinguished from its kinship with dreams, if both are correctly and thoroughly connected up according to empirical laws in one experience. (A492/B520–1)\(^ {26}\)

---

\(^ {23}\) For discussion, see Westphal (2005; 2006).

\(^ {24}\) It is worth pointing out that although they come from the Dialectic, these points are made in Kant’s positive account of the legitimate uses of the ideas of pure reason — albeit in regulative rather than constitutive principles. See Friedman (1992) for a very relevant discussion of the general distinction, and Stang (2012) and Friedman (2013, 544–62) on the two cases at hand.

\(^ {25}\) See Prolegomena (4:296) and Metaphysical Foundations (4:467) respectively.

\(^ {26}\) See also B279: ‘whether this or that putative experience is not mere imagination must be ascertained according to its particular determinations and through its coherence with the criteria of all actual experience.’
LIKEWISE FOR ANOTHER PASSAGE CENTRAL TO THE ANTI-REALIST READING OF KANT, THIS TIME FROM THE POSTULATES OF EMPIRICAL THINKING IN GENERAL. A METAPHYSICAL, RATHER THAN SEMANTIC TURN OF PHRASE, IS EMPLOYED HERE. BUT AFTER DEFINING THE ACTUAL AS ‘THAT WHICH IS CONNECTED WITH THE MATERIAL CONDITIONS OF EXPERIENCE’ (A218/B266), KANT GOES ONTO CLARIFY THAT THIS IS NO STRAIGHTFORWARDLY IDEALIST ESSE EST PERCIPI CLAIM AND AGAIN RELEVANTLY QUALIFIES THE CONCEPTION OF EXPERIENCE IN PLAY:

The postulate for cognizing the actuality of things requires perception, thus sensation of which one is conscious — not immediate perception of the object itself the existence of which is to be cognized, but still its connection with some actual perception in accordance with the analogies of experience, which exhibit all real connection in an experience in general. (A225/B272)

Indeed, there is much to suggest that KANT IS TALKING ABOUT EXPERIENCE* throughout the Postulates. He repeatedly uses phrases like ‘the sum total and context of a single experience, of which each given perception is a part’ and ‘a single all-encompassing experience.’ And in providing his definitions of the three modal categories in their empirical use, KANT DENIES THAT THE SPHERE OF POSSIBILITY INCLUDES MORE THAN THAT OF ACTUALITY (A230–3/B282–4). THIS SUGGESTS THAT HE IS WORKING WITH A NARROWER-THAN-NOMOLOGICAL CONCEPTION OF MODALITY IN WHICH NOT ONLY THE DETERMINISTIC EXCEPTIONLESS LAWS ARE HELD FIXED BUT ALSO CERTAIN STATES. THAT IS, KANT IS EXPLAINING HOW THE MODAL CATEGORIES FUNCTION IN EXPERIENCE*. FOR IT IS ONLY ONCE CERTAIN STATES ARE HELD FIXED AS WELL AS THE DETERMINISTIC EXCEPTIONLESS LAWS THAT THERE IS NOTHING POSSIBLE THAT IS NOT ALSO ACTUAL, AND IT IS PRECISELY EXPERIENCE* THAT FIXES THESE STATES.

The second part of the thought is then as follows. EXPERIENCE* IS A MERE IDEAL. ITS CONTENT IS THAT OF THE FINAL SCIENTIFIC THEORY OF THE WORLD OF APPEARANCES. THROUGH CONTINUED EMPIRICAL INQUIRY, CONDUCTED IN ACCORD WITH METHODS PRESCRIBED BY OTHER REGULATIVE IDEALS OF PURE REASON, WE CAN GRADUALLY AND WITH EVER-INCREASING ACCURACY APPROXIMATE TO SUCH A THEORY. BUT WE CAN NEVER ATTAIN OUR GOAL. FOR WE CAN NEVER BE GIVEN THE TOTALITY OF HUMAN PERCEPTIONS. FROM OUR Finite STANDPOINT, THERE COULD ALWAYS BE MORE EVIDENCE, ALWAYS MORE EXPERIENCE (LITTLE ‘E’, NO STAR). THERE IS, THEREFORE, NO KNOWABLE FACT OF THE MATTER AS TO WHICH THEORY IS MAXIMALLY JUSTIFIED. AND SINCE, FOR KANT, A FINAL SCIENCE WOULD CONTAIN WITHIN ITSELF ASSURANCE OF ITS OWN FINALITY, SUCH A THING LIES IN PRINCIPLE BEYOND OUR EPISTEMIC REACH.27

One might object at this point that an ideal, in this sense, is precisely not possible. So if EXPERIENCE* IS AN IDEAL, HOW CAN ONE OF KANT’S CENTRAL CONCERNS BE WITH THE CONDITIONS FOR ITS POSSIBILITY? MORE TO THE POINT, I SAID ABOVE THAT THE POSSIBILITY OF EXPERIENCE* IS A NECESSARY CONDITION OF THE POSSIBILITY OF EXPERIENCE. BUT IF EXPERIENCE* IS AN IDEAL AND THEREFORE NOT POSSIBLE, IT THEN FOLLOWS THAT EXPERIENCE IS NOT POSSIBLE.

This objection conflates metaphysical impossibility with the epistemic sense in which EXPERIENCE* IS AN IN PRINCIPLE UNACHIEVABLE IDEAL. EXPERIENCE* IS METAPHYSICALLY POSSIBLE. INDEED IT IS METAPHYSICALLY ACTUAL. EXPERIENCE* IS THE COMPLETE, ACCURATE REPRESENTATION OF NATURE AND NATURE IS ACTUAL. EXPERIENCE* REMAINS, HOWEVER, IN PRINCIPLE BEYOND OUR EPISTEMIC REACH. FOR WE CANNOT POSSIBLY KNOW WHAT PARTICULAR CONTENT IT HAS. WE CAN, TO BE SURE, KNOW ITS ABSTRACT STRUCTURE. THIS IS WHAT IS ARTICULATED BY KANT’S VARIOUS A PRIORI PRINCIPLES. BUT THIS ONLY DETERMINES A RANGE OF METAPHYSICALLY POSSIBLE INSTANTIATIONS, A RANGE OF METAPHYSICALLY POSSIBLE EXPERIENCES*. WHICH PARTICULAR METAPHYSICALLY POSSIBLE EXPERIENCE* IS AS A MATTER OF FACT METAPHYSICALLY ACTUAL REMAINS ESSENTIALLY UNKNOWABLE TO US. TO ADAPT A FAMOUS FORMULA OF KANT’S, EXPERIENCE* IS METAPHYSICALLY REAL BUT EPISTEMICALLY AN IDEAL.

Now, if this is the sort of thing in terms of which Kant defines truth, then there is no knowability principle here. For there to be inhabitants of the moon, for example, just is for final science to entail that there are inhabitants of the moon, which is in turn for the totality of human perceptions to maximally justify a representation of the world

(of appearances) according to which such inhabitants are part of it. But final science is not itself an object of possible knowledge. Thus, the view in no way entails that all truths are knowable. In particular, it entails neither that all empirical truths are knowable, nor that all purely empirical truths are knowable. Indeed, since Experience* contains much particular empirical content alongside the kinds of structural a priori content mentioned above, and so would itself presumably qualify as an empirical truth (albeit not a purely empirical truth), the view is positively incompatible with empirical knowability. Does it still qualify as a form of anti-realism? The answer to this question is not yet clear and I return to it in the next section. In a strictly limited sense, the view is one in which truth not only potentially but essentially transcends our cognitive capacities; in another sense, however, truth retains an essential connection to these capacities. In any case, the view is certainly a form of idealism. Truth, it says, is a function of human perception.

There is of course much more that could be said about my proposal, both in its defence and in elaboration of its details and consequences. On the face of it, the view I am ascribing to Kant looks highly reminiscent of C. S. Peirce’s (1934, 565) famous definition of truth as ‘that concordance of an abstract statement with the ideal limit towards which endless investigation would tend to bring scientific belief.’ And fittingly one immediate result would be that Kant’s conception of at least one kind of knowledge is fallibilist. If Experience* is the criterion of truth yet epistemically inaccessible to us with regard to its particular content, then for no belief that p, where p concerns that content, can we rule out the possibility of ~p. Any putative instance of knowledge of such propositions is just that — putative. The view entails that at least this degree of anti-Cartesianism is present in Kant’s epistemology. But I must leave a fuller account for another occasion. Here, I want to focus on a remaining issue that relates specifically to Fitch-Church style reasoning.

If what I have said is right, then there is no longer reason to attribute to Kant any of the knowability principles we have explored. But arguably, it remains plausible to attribute to Kant the claim that all purely empirical truths can be the objects of justified belief, and this principle can appear just as problematic.29

2.2
So far I have focused on experience. But in the passages we have seen, Kant also connects truth, via reality and actuality, to perception. On the proposed reading, this is entirely natural — there is an intimate connection between Experience* and perception. Thus, in the moon passage quoted in §1.1, Kant says ‘to call an appearance a real thing prior to perception means either that in the continuation of experience we must encounter such a perception, or it has no meaning at all’ (A493/B521), and in the passage from the Postulates quoted in §2.1, ‘cognizing the actuality of things requires [a suitable connection to] perception’ (A225/B272). The problem is that, unlike Experience*, perception is no mere ideal.

All can agree that Kantian perception is not knowledge, so the worry here is not that we might have a return of the knowability principle. But because perception is no mere ideal, the view does appear to entail a more straightforward form of anti-realism than what we had at the end of the previous section. For suppose, as seems plausible, that perception always yields evidence, even if not conclusive evidence or knowledge. Then, in connecting the very meaning of reality and

29. In fact, there remains one further issue related to Fitch-Church style reasoning. For all I have said here, it is not clear whether Kant might still be committed to a priori knowability, and if he is, whether this entails a failure of a priori humility. The proof from §1.2 relied on empirical knowability and the kind of proof we saw in §1.1 would not go through for a priori truth. See AK — propositions of the form ϕ ∧ ¬Kϕ are not a priori truths even when ϕ is an unknown a priori truth. But there is an alternative route that goes via a KK-principle instead. I discuss a priori knowability on its own terms in Stephenson (ms.)
actuality to possible perception, Kant seems to be saying that the notion of a purely empirical truth that is evidence-transcendent makes no sense.

And we might go further. Arguably, if we can perceive a state of affairs to be the case, then we can at least be justified in believing that state of affairs to obtain. Of course such a belief might turn out to be false — perception here can be non-veridical. Or we might perceive something and not believe our eyes, or there might be epistemic defeaters in the area that undercut our justification. And even if we do form a true justified belief on the basis of our perception, there’s always Gettier. But perception can confer at least defeasible warrant. So, it looks like Kant is committing to the claim that all purely empirical truths can be the objects of justified belief. Where JB is a justified belief operator for ‘someone at some time has a justified belief that’:

\[(JBE) \exists \phi \rightarrow JB \phi\]

Our question is: what effect would replacing KPE with JBE have on the proof from §1.1?

It would not significantly affect the second stage of the proof. The revised conclusion, that there is no purely empirical truth in which no one ever has a justified belief, is just as bad; the closure principle for purely empirical truth is not affected at all, and given that all purely empirical truths must permit of justified belief, it remains eminently plausible that it will be a purely empirical truth when some purely empirical truth happens to be one in which no one ever has a justified belief. This time the natural place to look is the first stage of the proof. It was assumed in this stage that knowledge is factive, and this looks suspicious for justified belief, especially when we have arrived at the justified believability condition through a perceiverability condition according to which perception can be non-veridical.

30. For a recent discussion, see Siegel and Silins (2015).

31. For discussion of Kant’s theory of non-veridical perception and what it tells us about his model of the mind more generally, see Stephenson (2011; 2015).

Denying factivity is indeed crucial for avoiding a justified belief version of the Fitch-Church style proof, but it is not alone sufficient. If we hold the other rules employed in the first stage fixed — distribution over conjunction, necessitation, etc. — then the first stage of the proof can still be run if we just replace factivity with the following reflection principle:

\[(RP) \text{ If someone at some time justifiably believes that no one ever justifiably believes that } \phi, \text{ then at that time she does not herself justifiably believe that } \phi.\]

On the face of it, RP might look quite attractive. For suppose that someone has a justified belief that p and is aware of this. Then it might take minimal reflection on her part to realise that it is not the case that no one ever has a justified belief that p. Or alternatively, if we assume that if one justifiably believes that no one ever justifiably believes that \(\phi\), then one also justifiably believes that one does not oneself justifiably believe that \(\phi\) — a kind of qualified closure under entailment — we could weaken our replacement reflection principle RP to the following, which might be thought of as a kind of qualified, subjective factivity:

\[(RP') \text{ If someone at some time justifiably believes that she does not herself at that time justifiably belief that } \phi, \text{ then in fact at that time she does not herself justifiably believe that } \phi.\]

We need not formalize any of this. The justified belief version of the original Fitch-Church lemma says that it is impossible for a subject at a time to justifiably belief both that p and that no one ever justifiably believes that p. If we are to avoid the proof, what we need is a conception of justified belief according to which this is not impossible. As we shall see, such a conception would also produce counterexamples to the above reflection principles.

Consider the following case, due to Tim Button (2013, 102–3):

32. For formalization, see Kelp and Pritchard (2009).
Kate has obtained a belief that [p], via an extremely reliable method. However, Kate does not believe that this method is extremely reliable. She thinks (mistakenly) that it is highly prone to mistakes, although she thinks that it is better than nothing. So Kate thinks (mistakenly) that her belief that [p] falls short of justification. Thus Kate has a justified true belief that [p], though she (falsely) thinks that her belief is unjustified.

In fact, Kate’s caution is very sensible. All the evidence available to Kate suggests that she should not place much faith in the method by which she came to believe that [p]. Now, Kate might also be aware that there are other methods for determining whether or not [p]. However, Kate is basically certain that no one will ever implement them, and rightly so: these other methods are extraordinarily arduous. So Kate comes to a justified (but false) belief that nobody will ever have a justified belief that [p].

There are two crucial features of the conception of justification at work in this case. First, that what makes Kate’s true belief that [p] a justified true belief is that the method with which she obtained her belief was an extremely reliable one. It makes no difference that Kate is not in a position to know that her method was a good one, nor indeed that she believes otherwise. That is, the conception of justification at work here is at heart an externalist one. Yet, and this is the second point, it is also non-factive. For Kate also has a justified false belief, namely that nobody will ever have a justified belief that [p]. To be sure, if this false belief is to be justified, then her evidence that her own method of coming to believe that [p] is highly prone to mistakes and that other methods would be prohibitively arduous must in fact be good evidence. But this is not incompatible with it being ultimately misleading.

What I now want to suggest, drawing this time on the work of Andrew Chignell (2007),33 is that this conception of justification fits precisely Kant’s own.

Kant talks a lot about grounds for assent.24 Typically, he has in mind things like perception, memory, testimony, certain assent-types themselves, such as belief, and also inference and argument. Such grounds are ‘subjective’ when they motivate a subject to adopt some attitude of assent. Thus, the method by which Kate came to her belief that [p] would qualify as a subjective ground for assent, as would whatever combination of reasoning and evidence led her to believe that nobody will ever have a justified belief that [p]. What we would call justification comes into the picture when subjective grounds for assent are also what Kant calls ‘objectively sufficient.’ So, what does it take, according to Kant, for a ground to be objectively sufficient, for it to confer justification?

The texts are diffuse and obscure, but Chignell (2007, 39–44) argues forcefully that a ground for accepting to some judgement is objectively sufficient just in case it renders that judgement objectively probable to a moderate-to-high degree.

As Chignell fully admits, further details are difficult to determine, in particular the precise notion of objective probability in play here. But it is at least clear that probability (Wahrscheinlichkeit) is the correct measure, and moreover that Kant has in mind some objective rather than subjective kind of probability. He links the notion to truth, objective validity, and the object, and is careful to distinguish it from mere plausibility (Scheinbarkeit), which he links to the subject and subjective validity. For example, student lecture notes have him saying ‘Probability and improbability are objective grounds. Plausibility, however, is a subjective ground; that is, probability and improbability lie in the object itself, in the thing that is to be cognized’ (24:145). And ‘plausibility can alter greatly, for its certainty is grounded in the subject, but

33. See also Westphal (2004).
34. See especially A820–31/B848–59, Jäsche (9:66–73), and Blomberg (24:142–9, 194–7).
probability always remains unchanged, and this merely because it is
grounded in the object’ (24:195).

What is crucial for our purposes is that this is enough to show that
Kant’s conception of justification is externalist in the relevant way.
There are facts about what particular relations of probabilification
hold between particular grounds and particular judgements. These in
turn determine facts about whether a subject’s grounds for some as-
sent are objectively sufficient, about whether the grounds in question
confer justification on the assent in question. However, all of this holds
‘whether I have insight into these grounds or not’ (24:194). There is no
reason to demand and nor would one expect that all or even most of
these facts are always or even often available to the subject.35

Matters are similar for the non-factivity of Kant’s conception of jus-
tification. It is admittedly a little unclear whether Kant really thinks
that a moderate-to-high degree of probability is required, rather than
merely anything above .5. Sometimes what he says is ambiguous,
sometimes what he says unambiguously picks out the latter, and ul-
timately Chignell argues in favor of the former as much on grounds of
charity and consistency with what Kant says elsewhere about precise
probability measures. But again it is at least clear that the degree of
probability conferred on a judgement by a ground need not be 1 in
order for that ground to qualify as objectively sufficient for assent to
that judgement. To be sure, the gold standard of an objectively suf-
ficient ground for some assent is a demonstrative proof that confers
probability of 1 on the judgement assented to, but such is by no means
necessary and in most contexts not even possible. Kant’s example is
historical as opposed to mathematical judgements (24:733). We can
have objectively sufficient grounds to assent to both kinds of judge-
ment. Thus we can have justified beliefs in both kinds of judgement.
But only in the latter case could grounds confer a probability of 1 on
the content of our assents.

Kant’s conception of justification is one on which both of the above
reflection principles—RP and RP’—come out false. They presume
too much transparency regarding a subject’s access to the justificatory
status of her own beliefs. Consider, for instance, what made RP prima
facie attractive. That if a subject has a justified belief that p and is aware
of this, then a little reflection would lead her to realize that it is not the
case that no one ever has a justified belief that p. But on Kant’s model,
there is no guarantee that a subject can always become aware of the
fact that she has a justified belief, for this will likely depend on facts
beyond her ken. More specifically, Kant’s conception of justification is
one on which it is possible for a subject at a time, such as Kate, to have
a justified belief both that p and that no one will ever have a justified
belief that p. For Kant, the justified belief version of the Fitch-Church
lemma is false, and justified believability principles entail nothing
about humility. At least if we assess him on his own terms, Kant can
consistently maintain both that all purely empirical truths can be the
objects of justified belief and that there are some purely empirical
truths in which no one ever has a justified belief.

Conclusion
In §1.1, I argued that the standard reading of Kantian experience as a
form of knowledge has Kant committed to the in principle knowability
of all empirical truths, and that this entails that there are no unknown
empirical truths by a modified version of the familiar Fitch-Church
proof. In §1.2, I extended the result to a priori truths and drew some
general philosophical lessons about the way certain classes of truth in-
teract in a framework of knowability. Ultimately, this extension might
not be entirely fair to Kant, but even without it he is left committed
to an epistemic optimism with which he would, as a self-professed empirical realist, be very uncomfortable. In §2.1, I proposed a modification of the standard reading according to which Kant sometimes means by ‘experience’ not a form of knowledge at all but rather a highly technical conception of a final science — the full and precise content of which beings like us cannot even in principle come to know. On this reading, Kant is not committed to any form of empirical knowability and the proofs from §1 no longer go through. Arguably, Kant would remain committed to a principle of justified believability for purely empirical truths, but I argued in §2.2 that he has just the resources in his externalist, non-factive conception of justification to avoid Fitch-Church style reasoning when it comes to this weakened principle.

Distinguishing experience as a form of knowledge from experience as an epistemically ideal science yields a view with both realist and idealist characteristics that is at heart an interesting and complex form of anti-realism. There is much more work to be done in exploring and defending my proposal, in disentangling these different notions of experience and mapping how they relate and what role each plays in Kant’s theory. I have focused here on articulating a serious philosophical problem that afflicts Kant under a broad range of other interpretations, and on showing that my proposal allows him to avoid it. So far, the prospects are good.
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